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FOOD POLICY FORUM 
MEETING NOTES  
 
September 21, 2021: 1:00pm-3:00pm 
Webinar 
 
Food Policy Forum Meeting Attendees 
 
Members 

First Last Affiliation 
Addie Candib American Farmland Trust 
Ali  Jensen Whatcom County Health Department  
Alyssa  Auvinen Washington State Dept of Health 

Amanda Reeves Food Lifeline (for Aaron Czyzewski) 

Babette  Roberts Washington State Department of Social and Health Services  
Brian Estes LINC Foods 
Carol Smith Washington State Conservation Commission 
Chad  Kruger Washington State University 
Chris  Elder Whatcom County Public Works 
Christina  Wong Northwest Harvest 
Claire  Lane Washington State Anti-Hunger and Nutrition Coalition 
Colleen  Donovan Washington State Farmers Market Association 
Kate Delavan Washington State Conservation Commission  
Laura Raymond Washington State Department of Agriculture 
Leanne Eko Washington Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction 
Linda  Neunzig Snohomish County 
Mary Dye Washington State Legislature 

Mary Embleton King Conservation District 

Melissa  Spear Tilth Alliance 
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Morgan Rockey Washington State Legislature (for Rep. Andy Billig) 

Nancy Warner Initiative for Rural Innovation and Stewardship 

PJ Cawley Charlie’s Produce 
Richard Conlin Puget Sound Regional Council 
Ron  Shultz Washington State Conservation Commission 
Tim  Crosby Thread Fund 

 
 
 
Non-Members 

First Last Affiliation  
Nancy Tosta Tilth Alliance  
Eric Williams Second Harvest 
Elliot  Smith Kitchen Sink Strategies 
Nicole  Barry Snohomish County 
Rep. My-
Linh 

Thai 41st Leg District 

Amy  Ellings WA State Dept of Health 
 
Facilitation and meeting support provided by Ross Strategic. 

 

ROLL, WELCOME AND AGENDA OVERVIEW  
 

• Two meeting objectives were shared: 
1) Identify a short list of consensus recommendations from the 2019 and 2020 reports that are timely and relevant for legislative action 

and warrant inclusion in the October 2021 report  
2) Identify gaps in data and perspective for each recommendation that need to be filled to apply the equity filter 

• Carol Smith from Washington State Conservation Commission announced that she will be retiring on October 15th. As a result, this will be 
her last Food Forum meeting. She thanked Forum members for their participation and hard work. 

 
 

OCTOBER DELIVERABLE PROCESS & REPORT OVERVIEW 
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• The Food Policy Forum is mandated by statute to submit a report to the Legislature by October 29th. The October 2021 deliverable will 
highlight Forum consensus recommendations that are relevant and actionable by the Legislature during the upcoming session. The process 
to get to that final report is as follows: 

o Week of September 13: Challenge Team calls (1 of 2) – Teams choose 2 recommendations that warrant action by the Legislature 
next session. 

o Week of September 20: Full Forum Meeting (1 of 2) – Present recommendations being put forward.  
o Week of September 27: Challenge Team Calls (2 of 2) – Teams apply the equity filter to recs. 
o Week of October 4: Full Forum Meeting (2 of 2) – Present equity analysis for discussion and feedback. 
o Week of October 18: Incorporate Forum edits and refine deliverable. 
o Week of October 25: Incorporate Forum edits and refine deliverable. 
o Week of October 29: Submit final deliverable  

• The draft outline of the report is as follows:  
o Table of acronyms 
o Executive summary 
o Recommendations to the Legislature & equity analysis  
o Recent successes 
o Appendixes:  
o Forum membership 
o Challenge Team rosters 
o Process for developing recommendations  

• Questions from the group were solicited and there were none at this time.  
 

CHALLENGE TEAM REPORT OUT AND DISCUSSION 
• In this section, each Challenge Team presented on the recommendations they were planning on moving forward into the October 

deliverable, based on conversations that took place in their small group calls last week.  
• Because some teams found the consensus recommendations in some cases to be out of date given a changing context, the group engaged in 

a discussion around potentially editing recommendations before they are included in the October report. The outcome was to proceed with 
today’s conversation assuming that edits are permissible if and when they do not alter the intent and foundation of the recommendation 
but rather provide an update in language for the recommendation to be able to meet the current context.  

o Many members voiced support for this thinking, recognizing that the context has changed since these recommendations were 
drafted and that it is important for the Forum to stay nimble and relevant while also staying respectful for the consensus process.  

• If editing recommendations is of concern to you or your agency, contact Petra Vallila-Buchman (pvallila@rossstrategic.com).  

mailto:pvallila@rossstrategic.com
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CHALLENGE TEAM 1 

• Challenge Team 1 had no edits to recommendation language. They put forth the following two recommendations with the 
corresponding rationale, answering the questions of ‘Why this?’ ‘Why now?’ 

o Opportunity 1; Recommendation G: Support technical assistance providers (e.g., local CDs, WSU, SCC, WSDA, etc.) using state or 
federal dollars to work with producers to tackle a variety of issues related to pivoting from one market to another.  
 The landscape continues to change, and the sector needs support. This speaks directly to the problems of today that 

require solutions.  
 Many resources have come online or been restructured over the pat 18 months and ensuring access to those resources 

is smooth and equitable requires support from the agencies listed.  
 There have been, and continue to be, significant disruptions to business; this support would allow for folks to prepare 

for what is next.  
 This support would be beneficial for small, direct and regional marketing farms and there will be an opportunity to 

highlight the need to explicitly call out their need for support during the equity filter process.  
• Team members noted that a consideration specifically calling out supports for small, direct and regional 

marketing farms was heavily considered during the smaller Challenge Team call. The rationale from choosing 
Opportunity 1; recommendation G in favor of that recommendation was that small, direct and regional 
marketing farms could be included in the equity filter process.  

o Opportunity 1; Recommendation I: Explore partnering with Workforce Development Councils to seek funding for labor and staff 
for key agricultural supply chain positions to help build out the needed regional-scale production, processing, and distribution 
systems needed to make our food system more resilient to the pressures of a crisis such as COVID-19.  
 Lack of skilled workforce is a significant issue facing the agriculture sector currently.  
 This recommendation acknowledges a pressing need of the industry while offering up a suggested route (Workforce 

Development Councils) while still providing flexibility through the language of partnership exploration.  
• The team shared outstanding questions related to the Equity Filter for each recommendation.  

o Opportunity 1; Recommendation G 
 Outstanding question: What are process requirements that are currently acting as barrier for community organizations 

to access new programs enacted by the Legislature? (tax paperwork, specific incorporation status etc.) 
o Opportunity 1; Recommendation I 

 Outstanding question: Who is currently in the workforce? Who would be eligible for support from Workforce Dev 
Councils? What are the current workforce needs of Washington farms? 

 A Forum member proposed an additional question for Opportunity 1; Recommendation I.  
• What is the barrier creating workforce shortages in ag/supply chain positions – is it type of work, seasonality, 

pay/benefits?  
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CHALLENGE TEAM 2 
• Challenge Team 2 had no edits to recommendation language. They put forth the following two recommendations with the 

corresponding rationale, answering the questions of ‘Why this?’ ‘Why now?’ 
o Opportunity 4; Recommendation A: Provide $100 million in funding to existing WSCC programs for the purchase of 

conservation easements or development rights to secure multi-benefit agricultural lands owned by producers most 
impacted by COVID-19. These tools not only provide direct cash support for producers in need but also reduce land costs 
for the next generation of farmers while protecting the conservation values of the property in perpetuity. The SCC’s 
Office of Farmland Preservation has developed the flexible administrative structure, technical expertise, and 
relationships with conservation practitioners necessary to get significant funding on the ground quickly to support 
farmers in dire need. The landscape continues to change, and the sector needs support. This speaks directly to the 
problems of today that require solutions.  
 A large amount of interest and demand currently exists in the sector around the use of easements to support 

farmers. Easements are a tool that can help emerging farmers, particularly those who have historically faced 
barriers in land acquisition.  

 Rural communities are noticing and increase in demand for their land due to the remote work boom. This 
increased demand is spurring development and driving up prices.  

 The upcoming leg session is supplemental, during which large budget items are not likely to pass but proposing 
this now could significantly increase chances of it becoming a reality in the following year.  

o Opportunity 2; Recommendation F: Alleviate processing and packaging barriers. Procuring fresh products (from 
Washington producers) for use in current operating models of emergency food programs like food banks and take-away 
school meals, will require identifying or developing infrastructure capacity for raw agricultural products to be minimally 
processed and packaged (e.g., chopped, sliced, diced, flash frozen in single servings and/or household size packages). 
The shift school meal providers have made from congregate to take-away meals means schools need products in 
different forms (this is true for food banks too). Lack of skilled workforce is a significant issue facing the agriculture 
sector currently.  
 Processing and packaging barriers are a significant and ongoing problem, highlighted during COVID, that present 

substantive regulatory opportunities. 
 Addressing these barriers would result in the increased use of Washington products and reduction in waste as 

well increased resilience of the entire supply chain. 
• Successes related to this groups’ recommendations were highlighted. 

o Farm PAI program was approved by Legislature, credit for momentum was tied to work from the forum and the letters 
the forum wrote to WSCC and the Housing and Finance Commission.  

o Snohomish County received $2.5M to stand up their Food and Farming Center, which will be a facility for processing, 
aggregation and distribution for product from all over the region.  

o WSDA received $17M to use for a grants program focused on local food system infrastructure and supply chain and 
market access. Just short of $4M will be allocated for small & regional meat processing.  
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 Forum members celebrated the successes and noted that much of this is one-time funding rather than ongoing. 
Members agreed it was important to demonstrate successes, progress and momentum with those funds in 
order to possibly line up additional funding.  

• The team shared data needs, voices to include and considerations related to the Equity Filter for each recommendation.  
o Opportunity 4; Recommendation A 

 Data need: Demographics of farmers, including demographics of those who currently lease land.  
 To consider: Latino farmers are the fastest growing population of producers in WA State. An effective program 

should consider multilingual and multicultural outreach strategies to increase the chances that the right people 
learn about the program. 

 Voices to include: Small producers who have applied for easement funding in the past and were not accepted. 
• A Forum member proposed an additional voices consideration for Opportunity 4; Recommendation A. 

o Stories of (small) farmers who did receive funding in a previous easement program. This would 
allow the group to gain understanding as to how an easement was able to help small farmers.  

o Opportunity 2; Recommendation F 
 Data need: Material impact (waste of product, financial etc.) of barriers on producers. 
 Data need: What are the barriers? Do some barriers exist for certain populations and not others (ie., language 

barrier for those who do not speak English). Are there regulatory barriers that disproportionately effect certain 
populations? 

 Voices to include: Small and mid-size producers that have experienced processing and packaging barriers in a 
major way.  
 

CHALLENGE TEAM 3 
• Challenge Team 3 had narrowed their recommendations down to three choices during their small team call. On this call, a live 

discussion occurred to land on the following two recommendations with edits to the second one (2019 Food Insecurity Rec. 2D), 
demarcated in red.  

o Opportunity 2; Recommendation F: Ensure public schools have adequate funding and flexibility to purchase needed 
food products, and to purchase from local farms. Available Washington-grown food might be at a higher price point than 
institutional buyers can afford. Use federal and state dollars to help make Washington-grown purchases. Allow TEFAP 
Farm to Food Bank funds (FTFB) to be used for purchase, transport, and storage of commodities from local producers 
that would have otherwise been sold through direct marketing or institutional procurement that are not operating as a 
result of COVID-19 social distancing measures.  
 WSDA & OSPI are currently standing up a program with 2-year funding; this would allow for longevity of this 

program  
 Possibility to leverage Federal Built Back Better funds to improve scratch cooking in schools and source locally  

o 2019: Food Insecurity Rec. 2D: Explore the use of state resources to maximize participation and access to nutrition 
assistance programs, such as: Explore data share agreements and IT investments and how systems can be better 
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connected to support eligibility outreach and enrollment for WIC and SNAP and FRMP and child nutrition to ensure 
seamless enrollment for participants who are eligible for more than one program, and to make WIC participation easier 
(e.g. online scheduling for appointments, online classes, etc.).  
 Rationale for change: Editing this 2019 recommendation to include child nutrition programs allows for future 

work to glean lessons learned from the P-EBT process that occurred during the pandemic. The team agreed this 
was a better strategy than putting forth a P-EBT focused recommendation since that could be perceived as un-
timely, and this would be a way to capture important lessons learned without focusing on a potentially outdated 
program. The lessons learned will be particularly important when summer EBT becomes a longstanding reality in 
WA.  

 Team members commented that when this recommendation was originally written, the group was not thinking 
about technology needs related to school meals and COVID-19 laid bare how the vulnerability of those tech 
systems can impact the effectiveness of other child nutrition programs.  

 A conversation arose on this call around the connection between benefits expansion and anti-poverty initiatives. 
Members agreed to put this idea of anti-poverty initiatives into a ‘parking lot’ to revisit after the October 
deliverable is complete.  

• Successes related to this groups’ recommendations were highlighted. 
o A farm to school purchasing grant is in the budget with federal funds for BI22-23.  

• This Challenge Team has not yet had time to address the Equity Filter questions in depth. This will take place in the next 
Challenge Team call.  
 

CHALLENGE TEAM 4 
• Challenge Team 4 put forth two recommendations, with an edit to the second (2019 Opportunity 1; Recommendation A), 

demarcated below in red.  
o Opportunity 1; Recommendation A: Support conservation programs and resources that provide direct financial 

assistance to farmers to implement best management practices that address impacts of climate change and also provide 
employment opportunities and economic development. Programs such as the Sustainable Farm and Fields and Soil 
Health Initiative have the potential to be examined for this purpose. Provide funds and technical assistance for farmers 
to implement cover crops, no till, organic amendments, etc. This allows farmers to have funding – not tied to loans – 
that directly supports farm viability and production, and addresses conservation and climate change goals. 
 This recommendation remains relevant and timely. The group had strong consensus on this point and very little 

discussion was required.  
o 2019 Opportunity 1; Recommendation A: Develop a strategy and set of policies to ensure water availability for Western 

Washington agriculture. For those basins that do not already have a basin office, consider an Office for Western 
Washington Basins to coordinate efforts. 
 Rationale for change: The original recommendation was written to highlight the need for a water strategy in 

Western Washington. This year’s drought reminded the group that a broader geographic focus is appropriate. 
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The change would expand geographic focus while not unnecessarily duplicating efforts for basins that already 
have coordinated basin offices.  

• The team shared data needs, and voices to include related to the Equity Filter for each recommendation.  
o Opportunity 1; Recommendation A 

 Voices to include: Small farmers & farmers of color, who have historically not been consulted during program 
creation. 

 Data need: Who is currently enrolled in CD programs (age, size of farm, race, etc.) 
o 2019 Opportunity 1; Recommendation A 

 Voices to include: Tribes, small farmers.  
 Data need: Climate models and demand forecasts for water in Washington  

 

HIGH LEVEL SKETCH OF OUR WORK AHEAD 
• The co-conveners shared a brief overview of what the Forum work may look like after the October deliverable, recognizing getting the report 

will be a sprint but that the Forum’s work is not only about reports.  
o Major Tasks Beyond the Oct. Deliverable 

 Membership Statements & Analysis 
 Governance Protocols 
 Finalize Charter  

o Meeting Structure Beyond the Oct. Deliverable 
 Full Forum meetings: every other month in 2022 & 2023 
 Challenge Team meetings: every other month in 2022 & 2023 (on Forum off months) 

o The Forum may pursue the following activities (based off of input from previous Forum meetings): 
 Deep dive sessions on specific topics of relevance 
 Tracking and communicating progress toward achieving its recommendations 
 Advocating for state, regional, and local policy solutions including writing letters of support 
 Identifying effective programs and projects that support the Forum's recommendations 
 Creating space for Forum member coordination and collaboration on recommendation ideas 
 Coordinating with appropriate local, state, and federal agencies, tribes, & NGOs to avoid duplication of effort 
 Coordinating with local food policy councils around the state 
 Articulating new recommendations 
 Acting as a clearinghouse for research, tools, and promising practices  
 One meeting a year will be focused on Legislative session 

NEXT STEPS 
• Week of September 27th: Next round of Challenge Team calls to run through Equity Filter.  
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